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Programme 10
adapted by Barbara Gray

 Libby and Michael ask their young listeners to join in telling this well known story by making 

 all the sound effects, and in the process learn about loud and soft, high and low in the 

 musical sense.

     Fee fi  fo fum

     Watch out kiddies, here I come,

     Run and hide behind your mum,

     Fee, fi , fo, FUM,

Song    The Harp Song      

                        words: Kaye Umansky

   

 verse 2   Oh somebody is stealing me,

     Stealing me, stealing me,

     Somebody is stealing me,

     Off and away!
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During the programme

-   The children will be asked to make the accompanying sound effects in the story.

-   Libby and Michael will describe and demonstrate each action.

-   Teachers should join in themselves, not least of all so they stop the class at the 

     right point so the next stage of the story isn’t missed.

-   The sounds are all simple and are performed sitting down.

-   They are designed as a simple introduction to some musical concepts, high and low, 

     soft and loud.

The children should be encouraged to join in quietly so that the instructions aren’t missed.

Footsteps   -  slap your thigh

Beanstalk grows  -  ‘ooh’ sound from low to high

Climbing the beanstalk -  footstep sound plus sing or say ‘up’ on eight rising notes

Climbing down  -  footstep sound plus sing or say ‘down’ on eight falling notes.

Chopping the beanstalk -  claps for each chop

In addition   -  whooshing for door banging, hen noises and a song to join in 

       with. 

     

After the programme

-   Choose some percussion instruments or make some and experiment with a range of 

     different sounds to illustrate the story again.

-   Choose another favourite story and try to illustrate it in a similar way with sounds.  The

    class could choose all the sounds together and experiment until they are satisfi ed, or could

    be divided into small groups and allocated different parts of the story to choose the sounds

    before demonstrating to the whole class.  Then everyone joins together to give a grand

    performance.

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 Music

 Composing:   Pupils should have opportunities to: explore and 

      investigate ways of making sounds; create simple sound

      effects using single sounds; select sounds in response to

      a stimulus.

 Performing:    Pupils should have opportunities to: develop awareness  

      of simple features in songs and accompaniments which  

      they sing and play.

 Listening and Performing: Pupils should have opportunities to: talk about the 

      sounds they make within the classroom and those they

      hear in the wider environment; develop an 
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      understanding of fast/slow, loud/quiet, long/short, 

      high/low; think and talk about the features and effects

      of the music they create, perform and listen to.

 English
 Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: explore stories,

      poems and songs, re-creating parts of them in art,

      drama and other expressive activities; including

      role-play e.g. dramatise the main events in a favourite

      fairy tale.

 Reading:    Pupils should have opportunities to: explore familiar 

      stories and other simple texts with the teacher, using 

      drama, art and discussion to focus on distinctive 

      features.

Cross-Curricular Links
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